
A better way to
design gears for
medical devices

The Direct Gear Design method does not use

basic rack parameters. It starts, instead, with
performance requirements and operating
conditions to define the gear shape.

The asymmetric gears are in an experimental medical pump

on a therapeutic cooling system and were designed by the

Direct Gear Design method. The gears are made of PEEK for

a variable speed and load. Some of the prototype gears were

machined and some were molded. The 6-tooth asymmetric

spur gears have pressure angles of 45.7 and 10.3° for better

performance.
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he performance priorities for gears in
medical devices differ considerably
from many traditional applications.
Medical applications are more likely

to include space limitations (miniature gear
drives), high speeds, low or no noise operations,
restricted use of lubricants, and disposability. In
addition, gears for medical tasks are made from
non-traditional materials such as soft polymers
and harden stainless alloys.

Traditional or standard gear design is based
on a basic or generating gear rack. Its param
eters (profile angle, addendum, whole depth,
and fillet radius) have been standardized by or
ganizations including ASME, AGMA, ISO, and

DIN. Typically, the 20° pressure
angle and other basic gear rack
dimensions are starting points
for a design. Benefits of design
ing this way include gear inter
changeability and a low tooling
inventory.

Traditional design allows
modifications to addendums
to alter gear performance for
say, higher efficiency or load
capacity. But there are short
comings.

Limitations to
traditional design

Selecting a standard basic
rack imposes limitations on
gear performance because all
possible gear solutions for an
application are inside a so
called block contours. But

there is a clear trend to gear
customization, so to improve
gear performance beyond the
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block-contour limit, designers should con
sider nonstandard basic racks or individual
basic racks for the mating gears.

_lost medical gears, on the other hand,
are designed for a particular application. The
interchangeability of traditionally designed
gears provides no benefit. And low tooling
inyentory is not that important. Besides, hob
bing a gear, which uses the rack as a cutting
tool. is not as dominant in gear production
as it once was. Gears are also made by pro
file cutting, grinding, broaching, and others
methods. Many medical gears are formed by
precision forging, casting, extrusion, powder
metal processing, plastic and metal injection
molding and more. None of these methods use
generating racks.

The proposed Direct Gear Design method
uses no rack parameters. Instead, it uses the
required performance parameters and operat
ing conditions to define the gear shape. The
idea behind Direct Gear Design (DGD), used
successfully by engineers centuries ago, is to
first define the gear geometry. In other words,
gear parameters are primary, and the manu
facturing operations and tool characteristics
are secondary.

Gear tooth and mesh synthesis
There is no need for a basic (or generating)

gear rack to describe a gear-tooth profile. Two
involutes of the base circle, the arc distance be
tween them, and tooth tip circle describe the
gear tooth. Equally spaced teeth form the gear.
The fillet between teeth is not in contact with

the mating teeth. However, the fillet gets lots
of attention because material there carries the
maximum bending stress.

Defining the tooth-fillet profile completes the
nominal gear geometry description. In traditional
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• Gear nomenclature Gear mesh •• •
• h- •• •
• II •

• •• •

~ a b \\1 ~• External tooth . Internal tooth a b 0 ·• •
• External gearing Internal gearing •
• Tooth profile (the fillets are red) •

• da = tooth tip circle diameter a" = center distance •

• db= base circle diameter Pb = base circle pitch •

• d = reference circle diameter 0" = operating pressure angle •

• S = circular tooth thickness at the reference EQ = contact ratio •• •
• diameter d"1,2 = operating pitch circle diameters, Subscripts "1" •

• v = involute intersection profile angle and "2" are for the mating pinion and gear •• •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

gear designs, the fillet profile is a trajectory of
cutting tool edges. The most common way to
reduce bending stress concentrations in the fillet
uses a full radius generating rack. In some cases,
the generating rack tip is formed by parabola, el
lipsis, or other mathematical curves. All these ap
proaches have limited effect on reducing bend
ing stresses, which depend on the generating
rack profile angle and number of gear teeth.

In DGD, optimization of the fillet profile al
lows minimizing bending stress. The initial fillet
profile is a trajectory of the mating gear's tooth
tip in a tight (zero backlash) mesh. FEA and a
random-search method can optimize the fillet.
It should have minimal radial clearance with the
mating gear tooth, excluding interference at the
worst tolerance combination and operating con
ditions. With a maximized curvature radius, the
fillet distributes the bending stress along a large
portion of it, thereby reducing the stress concen
tration. The optimized fillet profile depends on
the mating gear geometry and if the same gear
is in mesh with an external or internal gear, or
a gear rack. In practice, however, it does not
depend on the load·or its application point. If the
gear is in mesh with several·different gears, as in
the planetary stages, the profile is optimized to
exclude interference with any gear.

The graphs in Contact stress reduction and
1ncreased mesh efficiency are for gears with
standard and optimized fillets, different number
of teeth, and for pairs with a constant center dis
tance, a", = 60 mm. The face width of both gears,
b, is 10 mm. Driving torque, T, is 50 Nm. The
graphs show that when gears with a standard and
optimized fillet have the same acceptable bend-
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ing stress level, gears with optimized fillet have
finer pitch (smaller module) and greater number
of teeth. This results in a contact stress reduc-
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A little gear math
The equations here describe a few of a gear tooth's characteris

tics. Two or more gears with an equal base circle pitch can be put in
mesh. The operating pressure angle, aw , and contact ratio, 8a, are
defined for external gearing by:

aw = arcinv [(inv VI + U inv v2 - rr Inl) I (l + u)J

80 = nl[tan aal+ u tan aa2- (l + u) tan aJ I 2rr,
And for internal gearing by:

aw = arcinv [( u inv v2 - inv VI) I(u - 1)]

80 = nl [tan aal - u tan aa2+ (u - l)tan aJ I 2rr.
In these equations:

u = n/nl

where u = the gear ratio, nl is the number of pinion teeth, and nz is
the number of gear teeth.

aa = arccos(d/da)

where aa = the involute profile angle at the tooth tip diameter, db =
diameter of the internal gear, and da= external gear.

For metric system gears the operating module is

mw = 2aj(nz ± nl)'
For English-unit gears, the operating diametral pitch is

Pw = (nz ± nl) 1(2a)
Use the + for external gearing and the - for the internal gearing.

---- -- -
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tion because of the increased contact ratio and

reduced tooth sliding increases mesh efficiency.

Bending-stress balance
Mating gears should have equal strength.

If the initial bending stresses for pinion and
gear differ significantly, the bending stresses
should be balanced. DGD finds the optimum
tooth thickness ratio, 8,j8w2' using FEA and
an iterative method, providing a bending
stress difference of less than 1%. If the gears
are made of different materials, bending safety
factors should be balanced.

DGD works for all types of involute gears:
spur, helical, bevel, worm, and face gears. The

Howfillet optimization lowers bending stress

helical. bevel, and worm gear tooth profile is
typically optimized in the normal section. The
face gear fillet, differs in every section along
the tooth line. Therefore, DGD finds the opti
mized profile for each of several sections and
blends them into the fillet surface.

Gears with asymmetric teeth
Two profiles (flanks) of a gear tooth are func

tionally different for many gear drives. In many
gear applications the workload on one profile
is significantly higher and applied for longer pe
rio than for the opposite one. The design of
an asymmetric tooth shape uses this functional

difference. Gears with asymmetric teeth
are suitable for DGD because there are
no standards for asymmetric basic or
generating racks. The design intent of
asymmetric gear teeth is to improve
performance of the primary drive pro
files by allowing some performance re
duction on the opposite side or 'coast'
profiles, which are unloaded or lightly
loaded during relatively short work peri
ods. An advantage of 3.&ymmetricgears
is a contact-stress reduction, resulting
in higher torque density or load capac
ity per gear size. Another important ad
vantage is the possibility for designing
opposite flanks and fillets independent
of drive flanks. Doing so manages tooth
stiffness and load sharing while keep-
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Comparing traditional to Direct Gear Design gears
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Characteristic

Number of pinion teeth

Number of gear teeth

Module, mm

Drive press angle, degrees

Coast pressure angle, degrees
Drive contact ratio

Pinion torque, Nm

Pinion bending stress, MPa

Gear bending stress, MPa

Contact stress, MPa

HeR refers to a high contact ratio.

Bending stresses Asymmetric gear mesh

Bending stresses should be

balanced in pinion and gear.

ing a required pressure
angle and contact ratio
on the driveprofiles.This
reduces gear noise and vi
bration.

The DGD approach
works the same for sym
metric and asymmetric
gears. The only differ
ence is that an asym
metric tooth is defined
by two involutes of two
different base circles.
A common base tooth
thickness does not exist
in the asymmetric tooth.
The circular distance

(tooth thickness), Sp' between involute pro
files is defin~d at a reference circle diameter,
dp' that should be larger than the largest base
diameter.

Asymmetric gears make it possible to simul
taneously increase the transverse contact ratio
and operating pressure angle beyond conven
tional gear limits.

With regard to manufacturing, optimized
gear profiles will require custom tooling. For
profile machining, a tool's profile is the same
as a space profile between neighboring teeth.
For a generating machining process, such as
gear hobbing, a tool profile is defined by re
verse generation, Le., when the designed gear
forms the tooling rack profile. The pressure
angle, in this case, is selected to improve ma
chining conditions. For molded gears, powder
metal processing, and casting, the tool cavity

N,

profile is the same as
the whole gear pro
file but adjusted for
warp and shrinkage.

In summary
Direct Gear De

sign is driven by the
application when
technical and market performance of a prod-'
uct is critical. It provides complete gear tooth
profile optimization resulting in significant
reduction in contact and bending stress. This
stress reduction can be converted to higher
load capacity, lifetime, efficiency, reliability,
and reduced cost, size and weight, noise and
vibration. These performance advantages can
benefit any medical product containing gear
drives. r

The.asymmetric gear

mesh represents
different drive and

coast flank meshes with

different pressure angles
and contact ratios.
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